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What we represent

Team Challenge Company is one of the leading Corporate Team Building and Entertainment providers throughout the UK
and Ireland. We endeavour to exceed our clients’ and guests’ expectations with creativity, individual design and the
unforgettable delivery of all our events. Passionate for teamwork and leadership, we inspire everyone we encounter, whilst
enjoying our work along the way. We believe in combining our experience and knowledge with your objectives and ideas
to deliver a unique and unrivalled experience for you and your team, producing an event with truly outstanding results.

Sow the seeds

Create employee confidence and loyalty
by inspiring teamwork.

Reap the rewards

Challenge employees and clients in unique
environments.

Increase awareness of employees’ skills.

Instil a competitive spirit within your team.

Identify individual limitations in a safe
and controlled environment.

Inspire your team to work together towards
common goals.

Develop contact with all levels of your
organisation.

Recognise performance of individuals and teams.

Enjoy the ultimate mix of fun, learning
and competition.

Motivate teamwork within teams in your daily
environment.

Unique team building experiences

Invest in the development of your team and select a programme of indoor or outdoor team building challenges, designed
to make your team a winning one. Our corporate team building sessions are designed to enhance group cooperation through
an extensive variety of intellectual problem solving and physical team building tasks, whilst discovering group strengths and
weaknesses, all in a safe, but challenging environment. Our experienced Event Management team facilitate this by creating
an environment in which everyone has equal participation to access group solutions.

The road to success

Team building is a vital element to the success of any organisation. We consider ourselves to be the best in creating, designing
and delivering corporate events that involve challenging team building activities which are hugely rewarding, not only for
the individual but for the entire team. Our professional Event Management team deliver corporate team building events in
Scotland, England, Wales and Northern Ireland. Develop and challenge your employees and clients in an original and creative
way, and let our team challenge your team to indoor and outdoor team building activities they may never have considered
before, then watch as they, and your company, reap the rewards.
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S1 Soapbox Derby
Get ready to take on our most exciting and fast-paced team building event yet! Become your very own racing team and
work together to design, build and race your very own pedal-powered soap box kart in a bid to be first to take the chequered
flag and stand on top of our Winners Podium!

Ready... set... go

Each team will begin the event with a pedal-powered kart frame and a mixture of raw materials which you can use to
design and build your very own bespoke racing kart. Once you have designed and built your winning kart, it's time to race.
Go for pole position to give your team the best chance of being first over the finish line and take the top spot on the
Winners Podium.

Develop... build... race

As part of your S1 Soapbox Derby event, your teams will be tasked with creating a race team brand complete with; name,
logo, strap line, 4 brand values and a mission statement. You must create your brand using only the materials provided in
your soapbox tool kit. You will be given a racing suit and race hats which you must design in line with your chosen brand
identity. Then it's presentation time! Each team must present to a board of sponsorship officials with details of your brand
identity in order to gain the most lucrative sponsorship deal possible, which will lead to Pole Position on the Starting Grid.

“Please pass on my sincere thanks to all at Team Challenge Company for a brilliant
Soapbox Derby yesterday! The feedback has been fantastic. We will be talking about it for
days. Again, thanks and here's to next year!” Stagecoach Group
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Pressure Zone
The Pressure Zone is a high intensity indoor team building event in the form of a unique, interactive game show that will
have your guests competing against each other in an attempt to be the first to beat the Pressure Zone. Teams will feel
intense pressure in the bespoke 3m x 3m structure when trying to complete a series of tricky games and challenges.

Step inside

This unique and exciting team building event will allow your guests to pit themselves against each other across a variety
of agility and skill based games and challenges, in an attempt to be the first to beat the Pressure Zone. Initially the tasks
themselves appear relatively straight forward, however it will quickly become apparent that nothing is easy inside the
Pressure Zone. The high pressure environment magnifies the tension resulting in immense excitement that will encourage
a day, or evening, of high energy participation.

Take on the challenge

With a whole range of thrilling and tricky challenges to choose from, it's up to you to choose the ones that will focus on
the skills that you want to address within your team. This is team building at its most fun and also most competitive, giving
your team an opportunity to support one another through each of the challenges. So if you think you have what it takes
not to buckle under the pressure then be sure to choose this as your next indoor team building event.

“Just wanted to pass back a massive thank you to your team – they were fantastic. Our
guys really enjoyed the Pressure Zone and it helped build our teams relationships just
as we had hoped it would. Thank you, I hope we can work together in the future.”
Talisman Energy
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Crystal Challenge
Can your team master the array of demanding mental, physical and skill based team building challenges ahead as you take
on our Crystal Challenge in a bid to make it to the “Crystal Dome” finale? You must collect as many crystals as you can which
will convert to time inside the dome, giving one of your team the chance to grab those golden tokens to claim top spot on
the Winners Podium.

Earn your crystals

Teams will set-off in search of success in a series of unique team building challenges, all in a bid to earn as many crystals
as possible to qualify for the Crystal Dome finale. Each challenge focuses on a different skill set giving your team a chance
to develop a range of skills through the day. These team building tasks are accompanied by individual challenges, where teams
will have to call on the specific strengths of individual members in an attempt to earn bonus crystals for their team.

Physical - mental – skill

The team building challenges that you will face are divided into three categories; physical, mental and skill, putting each
team to the ultimate test across the event. Whether you choose challenges to develop skills such as communication or
strategic planning, or if you prefer more of a focus on fun and entertainment, our fully trained event professionals will be sure
to create a Crystal Challenge package that provides exactly what you are looking for, delivering a memorable and rewarding
experience for all.

“We had a ball at our Crystal Challenge and all the feedback has been extremely positive
from everyone! The team have such enthusiasm it’s catching - I think that they are a real
asset to your company.” Quaker Oats
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Games Night
Our Games Night experience will encourage an event of high energy participation, using fast moving head to head games to
create an evening full of entertainment for all. This competitive and highly interactive format will create a real sense of
enjoyment and fun for you and your guests with a range of classic games, as well as some new ones!

Enter the playoffs

Choose from a great selection of fun and exciting indoor entertainment games to suit all tastes and budgets to create your
very own Games Night experience. Teams will compete head to head in all of your chosen challenges to achieve the ultimate
reward of getting into 'The Playoffs' and compete in a truly exciting finale. This event is ideal for indoor team building and
evening entertainment to help you and your team celebrate in style - even at your own office or workplace.

The choice is yours

We offer a wide range of indoor challenges, all of which can be combined as part of your Games Night, so you can pick and
mix your favourites in order to create your ideal indoor event package. All of the activities can be delivered at a venue of your
choice ensuring that your team building experience is unique, memorable and productive wherever you choose to host your
event. This flexibility makes this a popular choice for both large and small groups at any time of the day or night, perfect for
your next team building incentive reward away day.

“We had a brilliant time taking part in the Games Night. Please pass on our particular
thanks to the team for their professionalism and helpfulness on the day. It was really good
fun and everyone said how much they enjoyed it.” Aragon Housing Association
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Beat the Clock
Has your team got what it takes to Beat the Clock?! Put your skills to the ultimate test with our race against time as you
compete in a series of complex team building challenges that require the perfect combination of speed and accuracy. With
only a limited time to practice and execute each challenge, team work is an absolute must as you battle for victory.

A race against time

All teams will compete in each of our tricky team building challenges in two stages. Stage one of the process involves the
planning and refinement of the technique required to complete the challenge. Stage two is signalled by the sound of the
claxon, which starts the clock countdown as you and your team aim to complete the challenge before time runs out. Reach
the time warp and stop your clock before turning your attention to the next challenge.

Stop your clock

Choose one member of your team to become the time keeper responsible for stopping your clock when you have successfully
completed the challenge. Your aim is to complete the challenge as quickly as possible in order to be the team with the least
amount of time on your clock once all challenges are complete. Be careful not to incur any time penalties as you go – the
“Time Lord” will be keeping an eye out for any infringement of the rules! Once all teams have completed all challenges you
will then come together for the scores to find out who was the fastest overall, and which team will take home the much
coveted Team Challenge Company Winners Trophy.

“Thanks so much to you and your team for the Beat the Clock event last week.
Everyone had a fab time and I think there were a few people with sore muscles the next
day!” BP Exploration
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Pressure Zone 2
The Pressure Zone 2 is an indoor and evening team building event is a follow-up to our enormously successful Pressure Zone
event package, which includes a full selection of brand new tricky challenges and games to take on inside our very own Cubestyle staging, offering one of our most fun, exciting and competitive event options for our guests in 2016.

Brand new challenges

Each of the 10 challenges in the series have been designed and produced by our team to provide your team with an engaging,
highly interactive experience. Each of the tricky tasks is designed to encourage maximum participation by all delegates within
your team as you compete to earn as much fun money as possible retaining as many ‘lives’ as you can in a bid to be crowned
the Team Challenge Company Champions.

Flexible format

The Pressure Zone 2 can be delivered for groups of any size so whether you have 10 delegates in the afternoon or a group
of 400 guests in the evening, our team can deliver a competitive event for you. The Game Show format of this event means
teams can compete on rotation or head to head in up to 10 challenges either as a freestyle competition or as something more
structured. Our professional compere guarantees to host a truly engaging team building experience.

“Thank you for a great night all. We all had a brilliant time, and would definitely be up for
a rematch in the future! All the best.” Baillie Gifford.
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Ultimate Gameshow
The Ultimate Game Show is a brand new corporate quiz that combines elements from a range of classic TV Game Shows
through the decades to provide hilarious and highly interactive entertainment for your team. Become the stars of your very
own Ultimate Game Show as you take on some of the most popular rounds in television history.

Come on down...

The Ultimate Game Show combines the best bits from all of your favourite television Game Shows so that you can star in
your own reel of highlights resulting in a fast-paced, fun-filled experience for your guests. You can choose from a wide range
of interactive rounds, many of which can be personalised to include bespoke questions about you and your team giving the
event a real personal feel.

Professionally hosted

With a professional Game Show host to entertain your guests and lead teams through the various highly interactive rounds,
this event guarantees to provide lots of laughs and plenty of memorable moments - perfect for the office notice board! The
interactive rounds allow for all teams to compete simultaneously in all challenges ensuring a highly engaging format full of
competition and hilarity.
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“I would like to pass on my thanks to the team who provided a fabulous evening’s
entertainment for us last Friday. The evening went down a storm and the compere was
absolutely brilliant. Everyone is talking about how it was such a great night and this truly
is down to your team so please let them know how appreciative we all are.”
A Proctor Group.
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The Big Quiz
Whether you are a movie expert, champion of sports trivia or have outstanding musical knowledge, our The Big Quiz is sure
to provide your guests with an unforgettable experience. Our quiz will provide an outstanding team building event for your
team of any size, giving them an opportunity to get to know one another in a fun and relaxed environment competing
head to head for the ultimate prize.

Eyes on the prize

Keep your eyes on our deluxe big screen and listen to the full surround sound music system, as round after round your team
bids to score as many points as possible to take home the elusive Team Challenge Company Winners Trophy. With a variety
of rounds of different styles there is sure to be something to suits everyone, especially those with the most obscure knowledge.

The ultimate trivia

This indoor team building experience is relaxed and informal, allowing your team to get to know one another and work
together to answer as many questions as possible in each round. With a mix of various on-screen rounds, you can choose
those which your team will find most enjoyable, and with opportunities to personalise some rounds you can ensure a truly
unique experience for your team. Hosted by one of our professional comperes this is an event that combines full participation
with energetic entertainment, giving your team an afternoon or evening to remember.

“Thanks to you and your team for running such a fantastic The Big Quiz at our event last
week, the feedback so far has been really excellent. I think you pitched it at exactly the
right level and were so energetic that you had everyone engaged and enthusiastic
throughout.” Spire Healthcare
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Trade to Win
Our thrilling Trade to Win event takes the form of a business simulation day, allowing your team to focus on specific
objectives and develop a range of business skills. Not only will you and your team enjoy a day of experiential learning that
will improve your skills on an individual and a team level, you will also have the time of your life building and launching
your very own rocket 600ft into the air!

The business simulation

You and your team are employees within a rocket manufacturing plant with over 250 employees, and your company needs
new investment to help improve brand image and boost sales. Morale within the workforce is low, however you and your
team have the opportunity to secure the future of this company by rebranding and developing a unique rocket to win a
contract that will save your business.

The challenges

Your team must plan, design, build, present and launch your rocket on time and within budget. To do so you will compete
head to head in a variety of team building tasks where your team to work together in order to be claim the highest amount
of fun money on offer. The more money you accumulate, the more materials you can buy and the better your teams' chance
of success. There will be the addition of high-risk and low-risk challenges that will allow you to gamble your hard earned fun
money in a bid to win an even larger payout - but be sure to weigh up the risk versus reward very carefully before lift off.
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“Our Trade to Win Team Day could not have gone any better - from the contact and
relationship built between ourselves and Team Challenge Company in the lead up, through
to the integration of our company values & reflection on our company’s progress and aims
for the future into the day itself, which was a huge success.” Profile Technology Services
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Interactive Quiz
High in energy, high in participation and high in hilarity, our Interactive Quiz will keep you laughing from start to finish,
providing you and your guests with a team building experience that is not to be missed. With opportunities to personalise
the rounds, this exciting and engaging event really is all about you.

Ready... Steady... Go!

An Interactive Quiz is an informal style of team building that allows you and your team to bond in a relaxed environment
facilitated by our professional compere and event team. Combining traditional quiz rounds on a large screen with fun-filled
interactive challenges, this really is a quiz unlike any other. This event allows your team to work together towards the
ultimate goal - taking home the elusive Team Challenge Company Winners Trophy!

It’s all about you

Many of the quiz rounds in our Interactive Quiz can be personalised with information about your team and your business
to add even more engagement and hilarity to your event. One of the most popular personalised rounds includes photographs
of team members from the past, challenging your guests to guess who is who! Rounds like this one really makes the event
that little bit more personal. As your event is entirely bespoke you can also choose the range of interactive challenges that
best suit your team.

“Myself and the team really enjoyed the Interactive Quiz night - such a fantastic event and
so far from the usual pub quiz down the local! Brilliant mix of games and entertaining
rounds with quirky ideas thrown in to get everyone involved. You really know how to
engage us and keep us entertained from planning stage through to finish line.” Barclays
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Create Design Deliver
Create

Our dedicated Event Management Team will work with your requirements and your budget to create a mix of traditional
team building activities that suit your team goals and meet your business objectives. Whether you are looking to strengthen
your communication, or focus on your strategic planning, we can help you create a team building event that provides
exactly what you are looking for.

Design

Choose from our vast selection of indoor or outdoor team building challenges and let us design your day around your aims.
We believe in combining our knowledge and expertise with your vision and ideas to design a day that offers an unrivalled
experience for you and your team whether indoors or out, or even a mix of the two!

Deliver

With flexible formats including head to head activities and tasks to complete all together, your team will compete in a
range of challenges that will put their skills to the test. With your focus and expectations at the fore, our team building
facilitators will be sure to deliver an experience that produces targeted and measurable results that can be taken back into
the workplace.
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“I just wanted to say thank you for our Create Design Deliver event. You and your team
were amazing, awesome, incredible, brilliant, sensational, spectacular, remarkable,
enthusiastic, and dare I say even dazzling! Thank you for making our event "the event"
and something we will all talk about for a long time to come.” Sage
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Murder Mystery
This event is a perfect way to incorporate a twist of informality to your team building event in the form of a puzzling, fun
and interactive Murder Mystery during and after your lunch or evening meal. Scripts vary for your Murder Mystery event,
from a traditional manor house mystery or medieval mayhem, through to Italian cooking disasters or a James Bond spoof.

‘Whodunit’?

Our team of fully trained professional actors play the suspects and you are the investigators of the Murder Mystery that
unfolds before and during your three course meal, so it is “game on” from the moment you arrive until the murderer is
found. As the suspects dine with you it is up to you to ignore the red herrings and uncover the horrible truth. You must ask
as many questions as you can of the suspects, although beware - if they are capable of murder they are certainly capable
of lying to you about it!

The shocking truth

You must watch and listen as the drama unfolds to pick up as many vital clues as you can until you have enough information
to make your accusation, and try to remember that fact is almost always stranger than fiction. After you finish your meal,
sit back and witness the concluding act of the drama as the shocking truth is revealed. It will then be time to award the trophy
and the wooden spoon as your often hilarious answers are revealed. This is a truly thrilling team building event that is sure
to engage and excite your team whether it be through lunch or dinner.

“Thank you for all your help in organising the Murder Mystery. It was certainly a fun night
and got people talking about something other than work! I think for the majority of people
the competitiveness kicked in and the desire to win ruled out.” Optimus
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Country Pursuits
We offer an array of Country Pursuits challenges to deliver a fantastic variety of sporting and entertainment events for
every season of the year. Whether you are looking for traditional or more modern activities, this is an excellent way for your
team to enjoy various experiences all in the one day.

Try something new today

Our specialist and bespoke Country Pursuits events provide fun, skill based team competition for you and your team. Our
professional, fully trained event staff will provide expert instruction that will ensure you and your team get the most from
your experience. Country Pursuits events are an excellent choice if you are looking to reward individual teams, or your
company as a whole with some light-hearted competition.

Reward your team

Whether you are taking aim at targets in the air or on the ground, racing around in weird and wonderful vehicles, or indulging
in some full-on inflatable fun, the enthusiasm, passion and encouragement of our team will bring out the best in you and
your team. We offer a whole host of options for every occasion, ensuring you experience a day to remember. Your team will
have the chance to try out lots of wonderfully entertaining outdoor pursuits suitable for all ages, guaranteeing an excellent,
fun-filled and rewarding day to be enjoyed by all involved.

“Thank you, yet again for making me look good in organising a fantastic Country Pursuits!
Even though the weather tried to dampen our spirits, you ensured we kept on smiling!
Everyone has come back today talking how great the day was!” Dana Petroleum
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Generation Game Show
Fun, fast and furious, the Generation Game Show is a unique team building event that’s interactive, challenging, creative and
full of laughs. Using a combination of music, visual and interactive games we will bring your guests on a team building and
entertainment journey to remember.

Fun, fast and furious

Hilarious and exciting team building like you have never experienced before! Prepare to be wowed with our fast paced, fun
filled and fully interactive evening team building extravaganza - the Generation Game Show. Combining a wide range of
interactive activities and quiz-show challenges, our Generation Game Show is sure to provide you and your guests with a
truly unique and totally unforgettable experience.

Good game, good game

Competing head to head in a series of challenges and games, this event will allow your team an opportunity to get to know
one another in a relaxed and informal setting. The event can even be held during a dinner or lunch to provide an added
dimension to your away day or conference. With the Team Challenge Company Winners Trophy and wooden spoon to give
out, it really is all to play for as you and your team star in your very own game show. Your team will become the audience
for your starring role, the only difference is that you will be competing as a team for the jackpot rather than relying on just
one individual.

“Just a quick note to thank you for the excellent night at the Generation Game last night.
Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves and it is the talk of the place today. I have my
wooden spoon displayed with pride! So, a HUGE thanks to your team… absolutely
brilliant.” Shell UK
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It’s a Knockout
Team Challenge Company's fun-filled and frantic It's a Knockout event is the perfect way to create a truly memorable and
exhilarating team building experience, be it for your clients, staff or team away days. This wet, wild and wacky entertainment
provides the perfect mix of hilarity and high-energy participation for you and your team.

Wild, wet and wacky

Get the fun filled action underway with a bang as your team steps straight into the hilarious warm up that is sure to dust
off those cobwebs and kick start the competition. This will soon see everyone raring to go for the races and activities that
are in store, although you may have to be prepared to throw some dignity out of the window as you get ready to get wet!
This range of physical challenges will encourage full participation from all of your guests.

Get ready to race

In order to create your ideal It's a Knockout event, we can include a variety of challenges to your event in order to ensure
your teams have the chance to compete across a wide range of games and activities. In addition to the knockout zone
where the famous knockout races take place, your teams can battle it out in our inflatable zone with a selection of inflatable
fun activities such as our Human Demolition or Lazertag, or take on Archery, Laser Clay Pigeon Shooting and Axe Throwing
in the target zone. The flexibility of this event means that the choice really is yours.

“I just wanted to sincerely thank you for the brilliant It’s a Knockout yesterday! Your spirit
and enthusiasm was infectious and got everybody in the mood. The mix of activities suited
all ages and abilities and even those watching had a great time!” Ace Winches
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Bush Tucker
Take a walk on the wild side and enter into the Team Challenge Company jungle to take part in our unique, memorable and
exciting Bush Tucker event. Walk through the fully themed jungle entrance and enter the base camp where your group will
be divided into teams and will be faced with challenges to test your mental and physical prowess.

Survive the jungle

Our Bush Tucker experience is a highly interactive game show style event that is sure to get you and your team working
together to become the ultimate Bush Tucker champions. With a variety of thrilling challenges to choose from, we can
create your ideal indoor event with a difference, wowing your guests from start to finish. Teams will compete in various Bush
Tucker trials in order to win gold stars for their team, contributing towards their final total and the Team Challenge Company
Winners Trophy.

Take a walk on the wild side

With a range of interactive challenges and games, this is a truly hands on event that will push your skills to the limit
and encourage your team to try something new. Whether it be creative challenges, on screen rounds or the dreaded eating
trials, Bush Tucker is an excellent choice of event to really get your team working together in a fun, exciting and entertaining
environment. This is the perfect indoor event for those of you looking to bring a little jungle adventure to your next team
building experience.

“Thank you for Saturday; everything went well and everyone seemed to have a great day
and had great feedback from the troops. The team did a tremendous job in the afternoon…
couldn’t fault it at all… well done and thank you.” Aker Solutions
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Highland Games
Unleash the “Highlander” inside and take on the ultimate highland challenge - the perfect way to enjoy a day of exciting
and unforgettable corporate entertainment. This engaging and fully interactive experience combines fun and excitement with
the elements of skill, agility and mental prowess to provide an event that is not to be forgotten.

A taste of Scotland

Don a kilt and tartan hat to experience our modern take on the traditional Scottish Highland Games. With completely
bespoke elements such as bagpipe welcome, highland dancing workshop and even haggis tasting, this is a truly remarkable
team building event. Your team will be sure to learn new skills including how to work together effectively towards a common
goal whilst having fun along the way.

Team building your way

Your Highland Games event can be fully tailored to match your needs and your budget, including a wide range of challenges
and activities, as well as your chosen welcome and workshops. In addition to our range of classic games, you can choose to
include a variety of more modern Highland Games challenges for your team to enjoy, adding even more scope to your
experience. Our dedicated Event Management Team will provide a bespoke day of outdoor team building to match exactly
what you are looking for, and make your event... The Event.

“Just a quick thank you for a great Highland Games yesterday. Everyone had a great time
and feedback has been excellent. Your team were fantastic and really made the event a
success. You take the pain out of the organising.” Lloyds Banking Group
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Fun Casino Nights
Enter our fun casino for a real taste of Las Vegas and an evening team building experience like no other. Enjoy all of the fun
whilst exploring a risk versus reward strategy aimed at winning big. Competing individually or in teams, this is a fun and
exciting event and is the perfect way to reward your team.

Bet big to win big

Play alongside your colleagues and place your bets in your very own exclusive fun casino. Anything is possible as your
chosen venue is transformed into the Vegas we have all experienced in the movies, with deluxe, full sized tables and that
all important fun money to allow you to place your bets! With a wide choice of luxury and authentic casino tables including
Roulette, Blackjack and Texas Hold ‘Em Poker, you and your team can enjoy a thrilling, memorable and competitive
experience throughout the evening.

Risk versus reward

Our professional croupiers will dazzle your guests with their casino knowledge and experience, as well as expert advice for
your teams, meaning that even those who have never entered a casino before will be able to learn how to play and leave
feeling like a true professional. With a dedicated banker on hand to provide your teams with all of the fun money they need,
your guests will bid to be the biggest winners on the night and walk away victorious. You can even host a full scale Poker
tournament as part of your event and really bring your casino experience to life.

“Thanks very much! Please pass on my thanks to the team for doing such a great Fun
Casino Night event for us.” The University of Manchester
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GPS Interactive Tr
For your Interactive Treasure Hunt event each team will be provided with a digital tablet that will guide you through the
city of your choice. The teams' tablet will give out cryptic clues and formative challenges while directing them through
mystery locations and sights. Our Digital City Scavenger Hunt events are specifically designed to develop and challenge your
employees and clients in a truly unique, creative and memorable way using the most up to date technology available.

Unique digital features

Go Team is a state-of-the-art GPS enabled treasure hunt application that enables real time interactivity in a live team
building environment anywhere in the world. Each team's tablet will give live directional guidance by giving out secret
checkpoints throughout the interactive treasure hunt. Each team will get increased rewards if they complete the most
challenging routes and will also receive regular pop-up information bars on the screen to help guide them through the hunt.

Unlimited possibilities

Accommodating any number of teams, our GPS Interactive Treasure Hunt incorporates GPS triggered mini missions, bespoke
and location based questions, team picture contests, live interaction from the trail controller and QR code activated tasks,
all of which to combine to deliver a completely personalised team building experience for you and your team in a city or
resort venue of your choice. Enjoyed with emphasis on either a competitive or collaborative experience, team members will
engage with one another and have a lot of fun in the process as they embark upon a guided journey of interactive exploration.
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“We had a wonderful City Scavenger Hunt afternoon, the feedback from the team has
been great, they thoroughly enjoyed themselves. One of the highlights was coming
back to the office to crown the wining team and to view the photos. Many thanks.”
Hymans Robertson
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Corporate Race Nights
Shout until your lungs give out and cheer for all you’re worth as Team Challenge Company's fun-filled, unique and exciting
Race Night takes you and your guests on a journey of highly interactive evening entertainment unlike any other.

And they're off...

Step up to our very own tote booth and place your bets, then watch on in anticipation as our big screen, complete surround
sound music system and professional compere bring the night of racing entertainment to life. With a wide range of different
races throughout the night, including flat races, jump races and even bonus sports car drag races, there is sure to be
something on offer to suit all in attendance. Races are broadcast from famous race tracks across the UK, so from Perth to
Ascot or Cheltenham to Aintree, keep your eyes on the screen to witness the photo finish. Whether you like to hedge your
bets or see yourself as a high roller, our Race Night experience is one not to be missed.

The race night experience

Work as a team to amass as much fun-money as possible throughout the Race Night, and with the bonus quiz rounds
included to help boost your funds, the excitement and hilarity is sure to be a winner! We can even make your evening
entertainment that much more memorable with one of our fantastic theming upgrade packages adding the ideal finishing
touches to your event. With the Team Challenge Company Winners Trophy up for grabs, does your team have what it takes
to hit that elusive big score and be crowned the champions? Why not choose our Race Night for your next evening team
building event and find out.

“As usual Team Challenge Company can be relied upon to come up with the goods! The
team were absolutely fantastic and went far and beyond the call of duty! Please pass on
my sincere thanks for our Race Night. ” Heineken
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Team Building Treasure
This fast-paced, fun-filled and physical-based team building event is sure to have your team working together like never
before. This Team Building Treasure Hunt will set your team off on an orienteering course around the grounds of your chosen
venue, throughout which they will encounter a range of intellectual problem solving and physical team building challenges.

Find the path to success

Our Team Building Treasure Hunt will put the skills and abilities of your team to the ultimate test, helping to highlight group
strengths and weaknesses whilst remaining focused on participation and experiential learning. The teams start out with
just one directional bearing which will kick-start their adventure. Following this bearing will lead the team to their next
orientation point, where they will find a challenge to complete in order to receive a further directional bearing, as well as
a clue relating to their final team building puzzle.

Navigate, challenge, complete

Teams will have to use all items that they are provided with, as well as their analytical and problem solving skills to navigate
to each checkpoint, taking photographs along the way as proof of their journey. Each team building challenge must be
completed in the time allowed in order to gain vital clues as to the answer of the final puzzle, meaning that consistent effort
and performance is vital. This impetus to succeed is highly motivating for teams and encourages a competitive and
determined approach, perfect for a truly rewarding outdoor team building experience.
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“Thank you for making Friday’s Team Building Treasure Hunt a most enjoyable afternoon.
The feedback was fantastic. The activities and general arrangement worked very well and
brought out the competitive edge in participants. Thanks again for organising a fantastic
afternoon.” KPMG
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Every Little Detail
Bringing you the best

Once you have chosen your ideal indoor or outdoor team building event from our wide range of products, we will not only
design and deliver a bespoke event, but our professional Event Management Team will take care of every little detail to
ensure that your entire experience is perfect from start to finish. All of our team building events are fully transportable and
can be delivered at any venue anywhere, and better still we can recommend them to you, helping you to choose your ideal
location and handling every part of the process thereafter. The sky is the limit when it comes to what you can achieve; from
organising a conference as part of your day to providing additional facilities such as transport, catering and marquees, our
team can help you to perfect each and every aspect of your experience.

Complete event solutions
Venue selection & booking

The sky is the limit
Dedicated Event Managers

Full conference management

Private transfers and transportation

Conference & event agendas

Keynote and corporate speakers

Audio visual support

Delegate registration services

Full stage production

Corporate branding packages

Evening & themed entertainment

Conference delegate packs and materials

Always an experience

Our team of professional Event Managers combine a wealth of knowledge, experience and contacts in order to help you
define and meet your event objectives and deliver them in effective and innovative ways. However large or small your
group size or how detailed your requirements, we will work with you every step of the way to make sure that you can
create your perfect event with one single point of contact. Instead of dealing with lots of suppliers, you can streamline the
entire process of your booking by working with our team to deliver complete event solutions.

Any Venue Anywhere
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T 03300 04 09 03
E info@teamchallenge-company.co.uk
W www.teamchallenge-company.co.uk
Offices throughout the UK and Ireland

